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Smoking is one of thing you can do to make your food even more tasty and intense. Nevertheless,

at times we want to try out new recipes and to impress our loved ones.  There may be an outdoor

party at your home or a get-together; preparing a Smokey dish is a must and a huge mood changer

for all the people. The faint smell of the meat you are smoking is sure to attract many people even if

they are not especially a meat lover. Who doesnâ€™t like a tasty and juicy smoked meat? Isnâ€™t

it?  Having a Masterbuilt smoker at your home is a must if you like to add a layer smokiness to the

dishes. By reading this book and following the recipes, you can make the absolute Smokey grilled

meat and vegetables at your home without any hassles. You may like your old style or your home

traditional Smokey food but trying out new things will not hurt at all. Isnâ€™t it?  Smoking your food

in Masterbuilt smokers can do wonders for you. By Smoking the food, the flavor increases and the

smell of it is an absolute treat.  This book is sure to bring all your tasty fantasies about your

groceries back to life by bringing you awesome recipes you can quickly follow. Making the best

Smokey dishes is not that hard if you only read this book.
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I bought a new smoker and am a complete newbie so was looking for ideas. This book was free, so

what the heck; I'll give it a try. Well, it certainly has a English-as-a-second-language flavor to it,

which, you have to admit, is a bit humorous since Masterbuilt Smokers are made in the US. They

also come with very limited instructions and no recipes, so this seemed a reasonable place to

start.Reading it cover to cover took me about a half hour, so the "Ultimate" in it's name is an



exaggeration, but you really knew that already, right? It does include recipes for poultry, fish, pork

and beef so can offer a spring-board for folks like me, just getting started. Some recipes, such as

The Pip Stuffed Burger and Smoke Cheeseburger Fatty are a complete loss for me I believe due to

some language issues in the instructions. Well, who wants to eat a Fatty anyhow? It doesn't sound

very healthy. The Poor Man's Burnt Ends sound very easy and delicious; I look forward to trying that

recipe soon. Perhaps the name could use some work, but the recipe sounds yummy. I am glad it

includes some salmon and trout recipe and look forward to trying one of those or using one as a

starting point.So, while writing the review, I ended up adding a star because despite some glaring

language issues, if you can use a few recipes out of a free book, that's pretty good isn't it? I'm sure

an editor could work on my reviews as well. (Just ask my son, the English Major!)

Lots of good recipes in this cookbook. Simply looking the pages will get you hungry.It likewise has a

decent wide range of foods you can smoke.If you are a beginner to smoking, this is anything but

difficult to utilize and everything is very great.The recipes sound great and there is a long list of

recipes from meat to pork to fish and chicken, even pastries and fish. Bit toward the day's end if you

need to figure out how to smoke the right way it is a decent read.Grab your copy and make new

meals...!

I love cooking outside, having friends and family over and love great tasting food, then this

cookbook is for you. The Masterbuilt Smoker Cookbook is designed to help you get the most out of

summer by giving you the low down on the Masterbuilt Smoker range, showing you the benefits of

it, how to get the best out of your Masterbuilt Smoker and most of the the recipes. ThereÃ¢Â€Â™s

something about the smell of the food as you cook that makes it so appealing.

Heavenly formulas! This book encourages me figure out how to get the best out of my Masterbuilt

Smoker. It demonstrated to me the advantages of it and the most ideal approaches to administer to

it. With handfuls and many extraordinary tasting and luscious formulas. I so adore it. This id ls

greatly useful for people who cherish getting loved ones together and treating them to something

top notch.

I like smoking meat so much, but this is not a type of dish that you can easily make at home without

any knowledge. And this is one of books which can help you with it. You will find an explanation of

different smoking methods and differences of them and you will find your way to smoking meat. Also



very good and tasty recipes that you definitely should try if you like smoking meat.

I find this book very informative, and healthy for all the people who want to know about Masterbuilt

Smoker. This book provide good advises and tips about simple and delicious electric smoker

recipes for my whole family. I like how the book is written in a very practical way. The author make

sure that the readers can understand every details of this book. Thanks to James Houck for this

great book. All recipes are very healthy and easy to cook.The book is worthy of attention!

Delicious recipes! This book helps me learn how to get the best out of my Masterbuilt Smoker. It

showed me the benefits of it and the best ways to care for it. With dozens and dozens of great

tasting and scrumptious recipes. I so love it. This id ls extremely good for persons who love getting

friends and family together and treating them to something tasty.

I bought a new smoker and am a complete newbie so was looking for ideas. The Masterbuilt

Smoker Cookbook is designed to help you get the most out of summer by giving you the low down

on the Masterbuilt Smoker range. This book allot of a mouthwatering recipe that you will surely love.

Great explanation of the types of smokers and their uses.
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